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ABSTRACT

The Gaussian mixture based GMM-UBM approaches have
shown good performance in speaker verification without us-
ing contextual and longer-term temporal information in speech
signal. This paper proposes to use the information provided
in the arcs of a decoded syllable lattice to verify a claimed
speaker’s identity. The forward algorithm is used to sum-
marize this information in the whole syllable lattice instead
of the best decoded string. The performance is evaluated
on the mandarin Chinese database. With two minute of tar-
get speaker’s enrollment data, the proposed algorithm shows
1.03% of equal-error rate for short input utterances. By com-
bining with the GMM-UBM, the system shows a 0.74% of
equal-error rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

The speaker verification is to verify the claimed speaker’s
identity via speech. It can be classified into text-dependent
(TD) and text-independent (TI). The TD speaker verification
takes the input speech and its true transcription while the TI
speaker verification takes only the input speech. This paper
focuses on the TI speaker verification.

The GMM-UBM has shown good performance in TI speaker
verification[1][2], where each frame is assumed to be inde-
pendent. On the other hand, Doddington[3] showed that the
contextual information have potential to verify speaker iden-
tity. Many approaches have proposed to utilize this informa-
tion. Among them, the phonetic speaker verification[4] based
on the relative phone n-gram achieved good performance.

In TD speaker verification where the exact contextual in-
formation is given, the hidden Markov model (HMM) based
approaches are very successful[5]. In [6][7], the large vo-
cabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) was used
to reduce the performance gap between TD and TI speaker
verification. These approaches assume the best transcription
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to be correct and perform the speaker verification. Thus, an
erroneous decoding can degrade the verification performance.

The oracle word-error rate (WER) is usually much bet-
ter than the 1-best WER. Therefore using whole lattice in-
stead of the best transcription gives much more chance for
the correct path to appear in the test statistics. Recently, the
phone lattice decoding achieved good improvements in both
language identification[8] and speaker verification[9]. In this
paper, the syllable lattice is used because our experiments
were performed on mandarin Chinese, a syllabically paced
language. The performance improvement was experimentally
shown over the previous best transcription-based approaches.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrate
the speaker verification with HMM and calculation of lattice-
based score. Section 3 shows the experimental results, and
Section 4 summarizes and discuss further works.

2. LATTICE RE-SCORING FOR SPEAKER
VERIFICATION

2.1. Speaker Modeling with hidden Markov Models

The speaker verification is usually performed with a back-
ground model and the claimed speaker’s model. The back-
ground model is trained as general speaker-independent (SI)
model, and the target speaker model is estimated on target
speaker’s enrollment data. Fig. 1 illustrates the system de-
sign.

The target speaker’s model is usually adapted from the
SI background model using the target speaker’s enrollment
data. If the transcription is not provided, unsupervised adap-
tation is performed. In our experiments, the transcriptions of
enrollment data are obtained by SI-HMMs with free syllable
decoding loop, and the maximum likelihood linear regression
(MLLR) [10] and the maximum a posterior (MAP) [11] adap-
tations are performed successively.
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Fig. 1. System Design

2.2. Lattice for Speaker Verification

The Neyman-Pearson criterion leads the test statistics for speaker
verification as follows:

P (O|λtar)
P (O|λsi)

true
>
<

false

τα (1)

whereO is the input utterance,P (O|λtar) andP (O|λsi) are
the likelihoods from target speaker’s model and background
model, andτα is threshold chosen beforehand. In previous
LVCSR based speaker verification[6][7] the 1-best hypothe-
ses are used compute

P (O|λsi)1−best = P (O, Q∗|λSI) (2)

P (O|λtar)1−best = P (O, Q∗|λtar) (3)

whereQ∗ is the state alignment of 1-best hypothesis obtained
by SI modelsλSI . Since the test statistics only depend on
the best transcription, an erroneous decoding can degrade the
speaker verification performance. In this paper,P (O|λ) is
approximated by the lattice re-scoring.

2.2.1. Grammar Network

The phone lattice based decoding showed good performance
in both language identification[8] and speaker verification[9].
In this paper, we used the syllable lattice instead of a phone
lattice in mandarin Chinese, a syllabically paced language.
The number of syllables is limited (i.e., slightly over 400
without tones), and the accuracy of free syllable decoding is
fairly decent in mandarin Chinese. We used the phone set de-
sign based on the segmental tonal modeling[12], and the free
syllable network used for lattice construction.

2.2.2. Lattice Forward Algorithm

In our experiments, syllable lattice as shown in Fig. 2 was
used. Each arc is an instance of syllable whose label is as-
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Fig. 2. Forward Algorithm for Lattice

signed by its entering node. For example, all arcs entering
the same noden are instances of same syllablesyln starting
from different nodes. The forward probabilityαn of noden
located on timet(n) is defined as follows:

αn = P (O1O2 . . . . . . . . . Ot(n), nt(n) = n|λ) (4)

wherent(n) is the hypothesized node at timet(n), λ is the
model used to construct the lattice.ns andne are the starting
node and the ending node, respectively. For nodem, the for-
ward probability of the nodem with all the preceding nodes,
ns, is as follows::

αm =
∑

all n s. t.
n−>m

αnP (m|n) (5)

With (5), the likelihood of whole input observationsO can
be calculated as follows:

P (O|λ) ≈ P (O1O2 . . . . . . . . . OT , nT = ne|λ)
= αne (6)

wherene is the ending node of the network. Using (6),P (O|λsi)
andP (O|λtar) can be similarly approximated, and verifica-
tion decision is made, based upon (1).

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Experimental Setup

The speaker verification is evaluated using the mandarin Chi-
nese database. This database contains clean speech collected
by microphone with 16kHz sampling rate.39th dimension
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), consisting of 12
cepstral coefficients plus energy and their1st and2nd deriva-
tives were used.



Fig. 3. 1-best Scoring(1-bestCI) and Lattice Re-scorings
with CI lattice(CI-LATCI) and CD lattice(CD-LATCI).

The phoneme models based on the 97 phone set [12] is
used to represent the whole syllable set in mandarin Chinese.
Each phone is modeled as a three-state HMMs with 16 Gaus-
sians per state. The SI models were trained on roughly 90
hours of data collected from 300 speakers (156 female and
144 male speakers). This SI-HMMs showed 50.8% of tonal
syllable recognition accuracy with a free syllable decoding.
19 (10 male and 9 female) speakers are selected as true speak-
ers, and 180 speakers are selected as impostor speakers for
evaluation. These 300, 19 and 180 speakers form mutually ex-
clusive sets. Test utterances are segmented into 1,832 true tri-
als and 26,250 impostor trials with an average duration of 2.0
sec. The target speaker model is adapted from the SI model
by unsupervised MLLR-MAP with 2 min. of enrollment data
as described in Sec.2.1. The proposed algorithm is evalu-
ated with context-dependent (CD) and context-independent
(CI) models. The syllable lattices were generated by using
HTK[13].

3.2. Performance with Context Independent Model

Fig. 3 illustrates three detection error trade-off (DET) curves.
1-bestCI calculate the score with CI models based on 1-best
transcription. CI-LATCI calculate the score with CI models
based on the syllable lattice generated by CI models, while
CD-LAT CI calculate the score with CI models based on the
lattice generated by CD models. The use of syllable lattice
from both CI and CD models improve the performance over
the 1-best transcriptions. The CD models generated more ac-
curate lattice which improves the speaker recognition perfor-
mance.

Fig. 4. 2,048 GMM-UBM, 1-best Scoring(1-bestCD), and
Lattice Re-scoring(CD-LATCD)

3.3. Performance with Context Dependent Model

DET curves of GMM-UBM, 1-best scoring with CD model
and our proposed approach with CD model are illustrated
in Fig. 4. In GMM-UBM, the background model of 2,048
Gaussian kernels is trained on the same data used for SI-
HMMs, and target speaker’s model is adapted by MAP adap-
tation. The performance of CD model is better than that of
CI model for both 1-best scoring and lattice re-scoring. The
performance of 1-best scoring is slightly worse than that of
GMM-UBM, which was similarly observed in [6] for short
utterances. The performance is significantly improved with
syllable lattice re-scoring compared with 1-best scoring. The
proposed algorithm showed error-rate reduction of 31.5% and
39.6% compared to GMM-UBM and 1-best scoring.

3.4. MLLT for Accurate Modeling and Combination

The maximum likelihood linear transformation (MLLT)[14]
is performed to increase the model accuracy. The MLLT was
used for GMM-UBM and showed significant improvement[15].
In our proposed algorithm, the MLLT improves the tonal syl-
lable recognition accuracy to 54.5%, which amounts to 7.3%
of error-rate reduction compared to MFCC. Additionally, lin-
ear combination of the two scores is calculated as follows:

TScomb(O) = a ∗ TSGMM−UBM (O)
+ (1− a) ∗ TSLAT−SCR(O) (7)

whereTSGMM−UBM (O) is the test statistics of observation
O with GMM-UBM algorithm andTSLAT−SCR(O) is the
test statistics with the proposed algorithm.

Compared with Fig. 4, the performance was improved for
both the proposed algorithm and the GMM-UBM. In Fig. 5,



Fig. 5. 2,048 GMM-UBM with MLLT, Lattice Re-scoring with
MLLT(CD-LATCD-MLLT), and Combination witha = 0.5

the GMM-UBM with MLLT showed slightly better perfor-
mance than the lattice re-scoring with MLLT. However, the
difference is not statistically significant, and the linear com-
bination witha = 0.5 showed the best EER of 0.74%.

4. CONCLUSION

The syllable lattice re-scoring was investigated for speaker
verification and compared to the 1-best scoring and the GMM-
UBM. The proposed algorithm showed that the whole de-
coded syllable lattice shows distinctive potential for verifying
a speaker’s identity. And the use of the temporal informa-
tion by ASR can result in comparable performance to GMM-
UBM in speaker verification with short utterances. The per-
formance were improved by MLLT in both the proposed al-
gorithm and the GMM-UBM, and their linear combination
gives the best performance. For phoneme model, we per-
formed MLLR-MAP adaptation in an unsupervised manner.
In our future work, lattice-based adaptation will be used to
exploit more information from the decoded lattice informa-
tion.information
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